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How Might We…



Scaling open-ended work is challenging 

Open-Endedness
Objective Truth Contextual Truth

3+4 = 7,  
16 oz in 1 lb,  
Calculate the speed of a car 
Towers of Hanoi, 
Writing a for loop in Python

Strength of a design, 
Measuring quality of a 
literary work, 
Increasing accessibility, 
Decreasing wage 
inequality



Scaling open-ended work is challenging 

Open-Endedness
Objective Truth Contextual Truth

Canonical Wisdom of Crowds 
Galton’s guess the weight of an ox,  
Are these two product images the same 
…



Scaling feedback on open-ended work

3) Reflect 

(Assess: Self)
2) Assess: Peers1) Train: calibrate

✓

Peer and Self Assessment in Massive Online Classes Chinmay Kulkarni, Koh Pang Wei, Huy Le, 
Daniel Chia, Kathryn Papadopoulos, Justin Cheng, Daphne Koller, Scott R Klemmer TOCHI 2013



Student Prototypes

http://hci-class.org



Peer Review is Widely-used today

• Just on Coursera… 
• ~4,000 new submissions every day 
• 1,385 courses that use peer review 
• most receive a grade within 2-3 days

Social  
Psychology 

Essays

Constitutional law 
Arguments

Programming  
in Python 

Code

Child 
Nutrition 
Recipes

Teaching 
character 

Management 

Introduction to 
Philosophy 

Essays

World Music 
Music



Introduction to Art
“Treasure Cage” from Canada“Magical lights” from Norway

Engaging Diverse Perspectives



problem-finding 
as well as 

problem solving
“A negotiation around the valuation 
criteria” —Jeff Nickerson



How do you ‘sketch’ a social computing environment? 
Mike’s Burbn experience



If at first you don’t succeed… 
From MVP to >400m active users



The successes are 
tremendously 
exciting



Design creates postcards from the future



from the Lab…



…to the Wild



Checklists
Show activity by friends
Ask intent to complete
Growth-mindset messages
Personalized message
“360 degree” review
Aggregate peer suggestions

Grading feedback
Interactive scoring checklist
Verify faster than assess
Machine-corection of biases
Automated short answer assessment
Detailed explanation of bias model

Fast feedback
Early feedback
Discussion
Examples of work

Bias against foreign submissions
Linguistic biases
Context biases
Groups with geographic diversity
Gender balanced discussions

Persistent vs ad-hoc groups
Moderators
Moderation tips
Enforced scripts

ASSESSMENT

ENGAGEMENT

IMPROVING ACHIEVEMENT

DIVERSITY

DISCUSSION STRUCTURE

TOOL ADOPTION
Pro-social reasons
Instructor Authority
Saying “Thank you”

~40 randomized experiments, median n=520

Chinmay Kulkarni 
Best Dissertation, 
Stanford CS, 2015



“Everyone designs who 
devises courses of action 
aimed at changing existing 
situations into preferred ones.” 
— Herb Simon



Prototyping in real life



A Quick Puzzle to Test Your Problem Solving David Leonhardt The New York Times, July 2, 2015



“I went with the whole parachute idea and what I had from the 
beginning...” 
“This is the best approach for such a design...” 
 
“I am not a very good outside-the-box thinker, so I kinda just had one 
idea and I was going to try to make it work...”
“No... for some reason... this seems to be the only idea. There needs to be a 
platform and then as good of cushion as possible... I don’t see any other way.” 

Participants picked their concept early



Creativity as simulated annealing: hot & cold 
thinking

[Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, & Vecchi, 1983; Lucas et al, 2014]

Solution Space

“T
em

pe
ra

tu
re

”

global 
optima

local 
optima



Doubt, Reflection, & Realignment as creativity 
resources



Creative thinking is increasingly important in 
education



Structured comparisons: learning by 
comparing closely aligned examples

“It just tastes like 
red wine.”

NOVICE
“I’m getting notes of 

forest floor, pencil 
shavings, and lots of 

tannins”

EXPERT

w/Julia Cambre & Chinmay Kulkarni



“I’m getting notes of 
forest floor, pencil 

shavings, and lots of 
tannins”

EXPERT NOVICE

Structured comparison: learning by 
comparing closely aligned examples

“The wines differ in 
sweetness, and the 

first wine is a bit 
earthy”

comparison helps us notice 
what only experts otherwise see

[Schwartz (ABCs of How We Learn ’16)]



Juxtapeer: 
comparative 
peer review 

10 
courses

5 
schools

39.3% 
from U.S.

2,178 
learners

104 
countries



Specificity  (+11.6%) χ2 (1)  = 9.32, p = 0.011

Use of expert terminology   (+16.4%) χ2 (1) = 13.3, p = 0.0013

Depth   (+0.5 pt) Z  = 3.10, p = 0.010

Supportive language   χ2 (1) = 4.20, p = 0.20

Suggest Action   χ2 (1) = 3.45, p = 0.32

Comment length   (+9 words) t(596)=3.34, p=0.0036

Time   (+1 min) t(489)=3.37, p=0.0033 

Score  t(403)=-2.03, p=0.17

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

note: we report exact p-values after Bonferroni family-wise correction

Results: comparing peer work helped learners write feedback 
that was longer, more specific, deep, and likely to use expert 
terminology



Score Location

1 Ingroup 

1 Outgroup

1 Ingroup 

1 Outgroup

meaningful arbitrary

w/Celia Durkin & Federico Rossano (CSCW2018)



hypotheses

Time Spent 

Character Count

Location Score

Ingroup Outgroup



however, we saw neither of these. 



Students spend less time when cued by Score

Lo
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co
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2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9

3

Location Score

Ingroup Outgroup

Time Spent 



Students grouped by Score graded harsher
Mean Grade on Submission

5

5.75

6.5

7.25

8

Score Location Control Motivational



�34Vineet Pandey, Tushar Koul, Chen Yang, Embriette Hyde, Rob Knight, Scott Klemmer

Vision: Enable internet-scale personally-meaningful 
scientific work by building online learning systems



Scientists and people can learn from 
and help each other

People’s insights can help 
scientists discover novel ideas

Scientific research can better inform 
people’s discussions

 Allen B Weisse. 2012. Self-experimentation and its role in medical research. From the Texas Heart Institute of St. Luke’s Episcopal Hospital, Texas Children’s Hospital  39, 1. 
https://www.reddit.com/r/tDCS/comments/6epvs8/researchers_invent_new_method_for_noninvasive



Understanding the human microbiome 
requires insights into people’s lifestyles

[Flegr et al. 1996] Induction of changes in human behaviour by the parasitic protozoan Toxoplasma gondii. Flegr J1, Zitková S, 
Kodym P, Frynta D. Parasitology 1996.



UC San Diego’s American Gut is the world’s 
largest microbiome citizen science project

1: Create an online account and 
support the project

2: Send in your fecal/oral/skin samples using 
AGP provided swabs

americangut.org



americangut.org





Participants generate hypotheses by 
looking at the data

      Vineet wondered… 
1. My diet is vegetarian? 
2. I am of Indian descent? 
3. I grew up in India?



Fecal transplants help improve 
C.Difficile condition

Ill-advised fecal transplants 
can do long-term harm

Scientists and people can learn from and 
help each other (microbiome edition)

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/02/health/fecal-transplants-bacteria-antibiotics.html 
http://www.newsweek.com/diy-fecal-transplants-are-dangerous-and-could-transmit-hiv-doctors-warn-810003



What science most benefits from lived 
experiences?
Domains that are 

Nascent       Experts know little 
Contextual Huge individual differences 
Motivating People care



3: Ask questions

�43Learn Train Ask



LIFE Center



Feedback: Different Strategies for 
Different Frequencies

Frequency

# 
of

 L
ea

rn
er

s

Really Common

Rare

Somewhat Common



Truth Crispness: Where is Science? 
h/t Eva Tardos

Open-Endedness
Objective Truth Contextual Truth



http://designlab.ucsd.edu

Scott Klemmer 
     @DesignAtLarge




